The “Be Heard for Who You Are” group helps trans* people (up to age 24) find a comfortable voice and communication style that reflects their affirmed gender.

The weekly sessions are led by trans*-affirming speech-language pathologists and speech-language pathology graduate students from the Northwestern University Center for Audiology, Speech, Language, and Learning.

Each group participant will:

- Participate in an initial screening to discuss their voice, speech and language
- Develop personal goals that address their needs
- Learn new skills related to aspects of communication such as pitch, resonance, intonation, breath support, volume and intensity, articulation, speaking rate, language and non-verbal communication
- Benefit from opportunities to practice new skills with other trans* group members
- Find an optimal and healthy voice through discussion of the physical aspects of voice and communication
- Connect with other trans* group members who are also meeting their communication goals!

Groups will take place at the Northwestern University Center for Speech, Language and Learning in Evanston.
2315 Campus Dr., Evanston, IL 60208

Cost: $50 for the 5 week program. Scholarships are available
Parking is Free

To learn more about the group, please contact
The Center for Audiology, Speech, Language, and Learning
847-491-3165
nucasll@northwestern.edu
www.CommunicationClinic.Northwestern.edu

Individual sessions for transgender voice and communication services are available year-round at the Northwestern University Center for Audiology, Speech, Language, and Learning in Evanston. The center offers a range of communication and learning services for children and adults. The center is located off Sheridan Road in Evanston and is accessible by public transportation.